Ready. Set. Done.

DESK FRAME 1 is one complete full frame lifting column solution for electric adjustable office desks. Including frame, legs and feet. From a global supplier close to you.

Raise the standards of work environments with height-adjustable desks.

The world of furniture is changing rapidly with an increasing demand for adjustable desks. With good reason.

Height-adjustable desks allow employees to easily change their work posture. From sitting to standing. And vice versa. Throughout a long work day, this movement has a positive impact on the ergonomics of every employee contributing to a healthier and better work.

Follow the trend. Get moving. Now.
Enjoy the convenience and flexibility of doing business with only one supplier

At LINAK®, we are here to help your business grow. And we can only do so by offering solutions that match your specific needs.

Desk Frame 1 (DF1) captures the many benefits of one-stop-shopping and is developed to ease your work; from order handling and system configurations to local service. This flexibility and convenience helps you not only to develop better products – but also to improve your business.
Build your desk with a full frame solution

1 **Frame**
   Kick & Click™ is the innovative top frame for office desks. It is an easy and intuitive way to mount the columns to the tabletop. Simply mount the different parts, and “kick” and “click” them together. No toolboxes, screws and bolts needed.

2 **Legs**
   Most of our lifting columns are available as a DESKLIFT™ SetPack solution bundling two lifting columns, a control box and a desk panel plus cables. This means that you will get everything you need for your electric system plus uncompromising design freedom as each part comes in different variants.

3 **Feet**
   We offer a wide range of DESKLIFT™ Feet with a neutral and elegant design. This ensures that the feet will fit your LINAK lifting columns no matter their size, shape, colour, and type.

Watch the video here: [https://vimeo.com/287016952](https://vimeo.com/287016952)
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Flexibility is key. Both in product development and in business

With the new Desk Frame 1 solution, you can have it your way. The complete and highly flexible solution includes three sets: Kick & Click™ top frame, DL SetPack, and DL Feet, giving you all the elements needed to design and assemble a complete full-frame solution for electric adjustable office desks.

Three sets giving thousands of possibilities
In short, the DL SetPack includes everything you need for your electric system. The parts are packed in sets making it easier and more efficient to handle your products. With the Kick & Click top frame system, desk assembly is easier and more time efficient than ever as no screws are needed. Finally, the DL Feet match your selected LINAK® columns.

So, whether you go with the full package or only need, for example, new feet, the DF1 solution offers an extensive and flexible product range that gives you optimal freedom to design adjustable desk frames to suit your customers’ needs.
To get a complete overview of the columns, frames, controls, control boxes, and feet you can choose among, please visit [LINAK.COM/DESKFRAME1](http://LINAK.COM/DESKFRAME1).
Frame.

In step 1, you start by selecting the top frame for your desk. Kick & Click™ top frames are available in several variants, making it ideal for various office desk designs. All variants are made for easy assembly without screws and tools for mounting - simply “kick” and “click” the different parts together.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kick &amp; Click™ Base</th>
<th>Kick &amp; Click™ Adjustable</th>
<th>Kick &amp; Click™ Fixed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• For flexible desk width</td>
<td>• Telescopic design – available in two variants: Compact or Standard</td>
<td>• For desk with fixed width of 1.2 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• For desks where stability is achieved via the tabletop</td>
<td>• Compact: for desks from 1 m to 1.3 m width</td>
<td>• Compatible with Kick &amp; Click™ 3rd leg kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• For desk designs with customised rails</td>
<td>• Standard: for desks from 1.4 m - 2.0 m width</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Compatible with Kick &amp; Click™ 3rd leg kit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Feet.

In step 3, choose your matching DL Feet to complete your desk frame. Add neatly designed DL Feet for selected lifting columns for T-desk designs.

| Standard colours |
|------------------|------------------|
| On top 560 mm/22” | Recessed 710 mm/28” |
In step 2, you choose your DL SetPack which consists of two lifting columns, a control box (standard systems), a desk panel and cables. Standard or IC system? Choose your Desk Frame 1 setup as a standard system with the control box CBD6S or as a simple system with columns with Integrated Controller (IC).

Choose your Desk Panel

**Desk Panels DPG**

- DL5
- DL6
- DL10
- DL11
- DL18
- DL19

**Other desk panels**

- DPG1K
- DPG1M
- DPG1B
- DPG1C
- DPB
- DPF1C
- DPF1K
Small spaces. Big potential.

Bring ergonomics to smaller spaces

When space is at a premium, the adjustable compact Kick & Click™ top frame has big potential thanks to its compact footprint.

Fitting tabletops down to 1 m and up to 1.3 m.
With a DESKLINE® system you get:

**Plug & Play™**
LINAK develops and provides solutions where all components fit together – and work together.
Just plug the system together, connect the mains and start using your system.

**ZERO™ Technology**
LINAK® uses ZERO™ technology to lower standby power consumption to just 0.1 W.
All DESKLINE® power supplies have low standby power as standard – no extra cost is added.

**PVC-Free™ systems**
LINAK has acknowledged that there are alternatives to materials containing PVC. For health reasons and for the sake of the environment, the majority of DESKLINE® systems are PVC-Free as standard – no extra cost is added.

**5-year warranty**
DESKLINE® products have a 5-year warranty on manufacturing defects. As a market standard, batteries have 12-months warranty. Because quality matters.
Global. Partner. LINAK.

Learn more about the Desk Frame 1 concept:
LINAK.COM/DESKFRAME1

For further information about the DESKLINE® product programme:
LINAK.COM/DESKLINE

LINAK® accepts no responsibility for possible errors or inaccuracies in catalogues, brochures, and other material. LINAK reserves the right to change its products without prior notice. LINAK cannot guarantee product availability and reserves the right to discontinue the sale of any product. User is responsible for determining the suitability of LINAK products for a specific application. All sales are subject to the "Standard Terms of Sale and Delivery", available on LINAK websites.

LINAK and the LINAK logotype are registered trademarks of LINAK A/S. All rights reserved.

Built by market leading experts, using state-of-the-art technologies and perfected production methods, you can expect the same quality worldwide.

Innovation is in our core. We take the lead and have the courage to make it real.

We are responsible in what we do – towards customers, employees and the environment. Creating trust is a natural part of who we are.

From global presence to local understanding. We believe in world-wide support and being close to our customers.